Abstract-Since the complementary characteristics of Impedance/Admittance Control and the low-controllability in singular configuration, this kind of compliant method is less likely to be uniformly used in diversified-tasks and unstructured surroundings. For these problems, formula derivation and manipulability ellipsoid are utilized to analyze and describe this dilemma in great detail. Moreover, the instantaneous-model impedance control based on hybrid position controller is proposed at the basis of instantaneous-model impedance control (IMIC), and this control strategy, apart from overcoming the plight of Impedance/Admittance control, can also remain relatively well controllability in singularities of manipulator so as to achieving the precise tracking of position as well as impedance behavior and dynamic contact-stability. Simulation experiment on 2-DOF manipulator is utilized to execute the traditional Impedance/Admittance control and proposed control law to have a comparison in terms of three different indexes. Besides, further physical experiment is conducted by using six-axis force/torque sensor and 6-DOF modular manipulator to verify the feasibility and effectivity of the designed control algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional manipulator has been applied in plenty of fields successfully due to its high controllability in position, like stacking and machining. However, as the proposal of concepts about Flexible Manufacturing and Human-robot Interaction, the new types of manipulation tasks are unable to be completed by the position-oriented manipulator, which usually lack the ability to have energy exchange with the external surroundings. For this reason, it is necessary and urgent to design a control strategy which allows robot to interact with people or the environment.
The hybrid force/position control [1] is proposed to tackle these problems but not to be utilized widespreadly due to the lack of specifying the desired force and position at the same direction simultaneously. For solving this matter, Hogan puts forward the fundamental theory of impedance/admittance in the view of energy transmission, and describes that the dynamical relationship, which can be very different from the inherent impedance of manipulator, between external force and motion of manipulator can be established by controlling the flow of input and output [2, 3] . Besides, the control method is able to be divided into Impedance Control (also called Dynamic-Based Impedance Control, DB-IC) and Admittance Control (also called Position-Based Impedance Control, PB-IC) according to the difference of input and output (e.g. effort or flow), and among them, the stable dynamic interaction with the surrounding can both be achieved, but the two different types of control strategies have complementary advantages and disadvantages [4] , which is that, for the robot dynamics, the parameters of impedance as well as controller, they will show distinct stability and control performance [5] [6] [7] .
Consequently, there have been three research problems need to be addressed in the field of compliant control. the first is the position tracking error due to the high sensitivity of Impedance Control to the unknown dynamics and interference. Secondly, the impedance tracking error is existent in Admittance Control, which although has a good position tracking performance, because of the inner position controller whose inherent impedance, in most cases, is different from the desired admittance parameters. The last is the avoidance of kinematic singularity, where the manipulator loses the ability to achieve the desired dynamic behavior of Impedance/Admittance Control.
For the first problem, Impedance Control can maintain the stable contact with the rigid environment, but, in addition to complex computation, the position tracking error may also arise in free-space because of the uncertainty of robot dynamic, friction as well as unknown disturbances [8] . For this problem, Admittance Control is developed [9, 10] , wherein the inner position controller is introduced in order to enhance the robustness for unmodeled dynamics and achieve the better precision of position tracking. But as a consequence of the introduction of inner controller, the impedance tracking error is led into when the actual position differs from the desired compliant position, and the instability will occur when contacting with high rigid environment.
To address these two problems, a unified control strategy, in which an entire family controller that contains both Impedance/Admittance Control is developed, is proposed by Ott.C [11] , and the different performance characteristics of this controller can also be achieved by adjusting the switchingperiod and duty-cycle. But the shortage is that it only develops a compromise way to ensure stability with the external surrounding, and cannot fundamentally decrease the sensitivity to dynamic parameters of Impedance Control and overcome the inaccurate tracking of desired impedance behavior of Admittance Control. For this matter, Kang and Jin use the internal-model control to improve the interference problem caused by inner position controller in the desired impedance tracking, and the strong dependence for dynamic model is also reduced by using time-delay estimation [12] . Besides, the instantaneous-model impedance control is proposed by Valency and Zacksenhouse to mitigate the impedance tracking error accumulation in Admittance Control by re-initializing the desired impedance model to the current position, and meanwhile the inner position controller is also used to increase the robustness to dynamic uncertainty and unknown disturbances [13, 14] . Despite the minimization of adverse impacts brought by the first two kinds of problems on the manipulator control, the third problem has not been fully considered in the implementation of control law, namely kinematic singularity, in that paper, where the controller is redesigned in the singularity configuration to selectively neglect part of the desired motion information to cope with this matter. However, the ill-conditioned transformation of velocity and acceleration nearby the singularities will result in the inaccurately tracking of impedance behavior and motion when misjudgment of singularities occurs.
For this problem, virtual impedance constraint is studied by Ott.C [15] , Dimeas, Fotios etc [16] ., where the virtual Cartesian forces are produced by online calculating the gradient of the performance index in order to prevent the operator from guiding the robot towards the singularity configuration. And the disadvantage is that, apart from expanding the control period, it only judges the performance index to determine whether to avoid or not, instead of solving the singularity problem essentially. In addition to this, Biagiotti and Liu propose the combination of two different types of motion controller to provide the sufficient joint torque by using the joint-space motion controller when the Cartesian-space motion controller fails in the singularities, thereby escaping the singularity configuration [17] . But the drawback is that the impedance tracking error has not been fully took into account in the Admittance Control it used.
Therefore, this paper analyzes and resolves the three types of problems uniformly on the basis of IMIC, and puts forward the instantaneous-model impedance control based on hybrid position controller (also called Instantaneous-Model Impedance Control in Cartesian/Joint Position-controller, IMIC-C/J). In addition to overcome the dilemma of Impedance/Admittance Control, the proposed method can also pass the singularities smoothly without pre-judgement, thereby tracking the desired impedance behavior and position accurately. In Section 2, we brief the Impedance Control, Admittance Control, the dilemma of Impedance/Admittance Control and the IMIC. Starting from the manipulability ellipsoid [18] , the different performance of motion controller in Cartesian-space and joint-space in the vicinity of singularities has been discussed in Section 3, where the designed algorithm has been proposed as well. Three parts of simulations are carried out on the 2-DOF manipulator to demonstrate the effectiveness and merits of designed control strategy in Section 4, and experiment by using 6-DOF manipulator and six-axis force/torque sensor is in the Section 5, further verifying the performance of controller.
II. BACKGROUND OF COMPLIANT CONTROL

A. Impedance Control
The general dynamic equation of an n DOF manipulator in joint-space coordinates are given by
where the vector q is the 1 n joint angle; G q is the 1 n gravitational torques; , Vis the 1 n vector of Coriolis and centrifugal torques; M q is the n n symmetric positive definite inertia matrix; u is the 1 n vector of actuator joint torques; e F is the 1 n vector of contact force with the external surrounding in Cartesian-space and T J is the 6 n Jacobian matrix, whose role is mapping the force from Cartesian-space to joint-space.
And the purpose of Impedance Control is to regulate a dynamic relationship shown in the following formula between external force and actual motion of manipulator, and (2) is one of the commonly used expression of Impedance Control model in Cartesian-space
where x x x x x are the actual position, velocity and acceleration of end-effector respectively and 0
x are the virtual (desired) planned trajectory; M B K are diagonal n n positive definite matrices of desired inertia, damping and stiffness gains, which determine the anticipated dynamic behavior between external force and motion of manipulator, and the control diagram is shown in 
Where
,
Jq . In order to realize the Impedance Control, the Impedance Control model has to be integrated into the dynamic equation of manipulator. Combining the (2) and (3) yields the closed-loop equation
where the x x is obtained from twice differentiating the position which is achieved from the encoder. And because of this, the produced time-delay and noise interference from the transformation will extremely hinder the precise acquisition of acceleration. Conversely, the contact force can be obtained directly from the force sensor, so the acceleration closed-loop is usually substituted by the force closed-loop, and in that way, the control law can be rewritten as
From the above equation, it is apparent that the final control torque in joint-space
J F is closely related to the dynamics parameters of manipulator including x M and x N , which are not likely to be accurately achieved in practice so as to may lead to some adverse impacts, like 
Combining (6) and (7) yields the tracking error equation
where
From (8), the requirement for dynamics model of manipulator is inevitable in order to implement Impedance Control accurately, and besides, the control performance is also influenced negatively when the Impedance Controller suffers from the unknown disturbances, which means the , 
B. Admittance Control
The commonly-used approaches suggested to overcome this drawback is Admittance Control, which regards the external force as input resources and think the compliant position as output flow, uses the inner positon controller to perform the desired trajectory to achieve the dynamic relationship. Furthermore, the robustness is enhanced as well due to the introduction of inner controller in manipulator control system. The Admittance Control is shown as x a x are desired input flow of Admittance Control, and the other parameters refer to the Impedance Control, and then the desired dynamic relationship can be achieved by using the inner position controller to track that, as shown in Fig  2 about 
For convenience, the control structure of (9)- (10) is transformed into the form of state space X AX BV X AX B AX AX , where A is n n system matrix whose eigenvalues are seen as the eigenvalues of the control system. With the state vector n n and input vector 
And the eigenvalues brought by the introduction of Admittance Control is
From the above formula, it can be shown that the dynamic behavior of Admittance Control is affected undeservedly by coefficients of the inner position controller, and as a result, the accuracy of dynamic behavior may lose. Alternatively, the desired behavior can be maintained precisely if the satisfaction is established of D M B . But, the selection of controller gains is normally based on its stability and dynamic performance, and furthermore, for multi-dimensional nonlinearsystem, the choice of controller gains will be restricted by a wide range of constraints. Therefore, it is hard and unlikely to choose the controller gains according to the admittance parameters.
In
It is able to be easily learnt that the eigenvalues of Impedance Control are the same as (11) , so the Impedance Control does not have the impedance tracking error under the exact dynamic model.
C. Instantaneous-model Impedance Control
From what has been discussed above, it is reasonable to believe that the Impedance Control and Admittance Control have the complementary advantages and disadvantages, namely the dilemma mentioned in [14] . In order to address this plight, the IMIC, which continuously reinitiates the desired impedance model to the current position, is proposed in [14] , which modifies the Impedance Control by introducing the inner position controller to enhance the robustness, and thus there is no compelling need for the dynamic model. The IMIC is briefly given by
and the L is forward kinematics. The (15) can be rewritten as
The velocity at next time is able to be predicted by integrated the acceleration (16) 
Similarly, the desired compliant position i x t t can also be obtained through the second integral, and then inputting the inner position controller. The merits of this method are that it not only can ensure the current position of end-effector, the desired compliant position and external force to maintain the desired impedance behavior, but also uses the inner positon controller to overcome the unknown interference. The specific content of IMIC including the analyzation of dynamic performance and stability can see references. However, the shortcomings of this approach are that the Jacobian singularity is not fully considered in the implementation of control law, and for this matter, only some of the expected motion information is selectively neglected in the singularity configuration in that paper. As a consequence, the inaccurate tracking of impedance and position may occur because of the ill-conditioned transformation of velocity and acceleration when the misjudgment of singularities happens. Apart from that, the repetitive pre-judgment of the singular configuration may also increase the calculated amount and decrease the control performance. For these reasons, it is necessary to analyze the kinematic singularity, one of the problem mentioned in Introduction, to achieve the desired impedance behavior.
III. ANALYSIS OF POSITION CONTROLLERS IN SINGULARITY
There are two kinds of commonly-used robot motion controller in manipulator system. Firstly, after obtaining the control force by using the motion deviation and control law in Cartesian-space, namely , u c F f x x x , the Force Jacobian is used to map the control force into the joint-space to realize the position control T u u J q F ; another way is mapping the motion deviation of Cartesian-space into the joint-space, like ,
, before getting the final control torque from the control law , u j f. Both of these methods can be applied to the position control, but they may exhibit disparate control effects when the manipulator nears the singular configuration. In the former approach, the controller is unlikely to provided sufficient control torque i u for certain joint i in singular direction to drive the manipulator, resulting in the loss of desired impedance behavior. As for the latter control method, the fast but unstable motion control will be produced, and sensitive to unknown interference [19] .
A general analysis of the above two control methods is discussed, assuming only the proportional controller is used in the manipulator control. the flow diagram of the first control law is described as 
The approximation of 1 q J q x is used within (19), which can be established when the control cycle is fast enough [5] . It is widely known that, unlike the transpose T J q and inverse 1 J q of Jacobian, which exerts the mapping transformation between Cartesian and joint space, the role of proportional gains, which are diagonal matrices usually, is only to raise or reduce the controlled quantity. And because of this, the conversion process can be analyzed using SVD as follows 1 1
It can be learnt from the theory of SVD and (20) that the role of transformation is mapping the U -space to the V -space, and the scale is uniquely determined by the value of matrix , which is the singular value of 
J q for
x is mapping from the Cartesian-space to the joint-space, they have the opposite mapping scale. The transformation relation is able to be discussed by using the Force Ellipsoid [18] , and for convenience, the two-dimensions coordinate is utilized to depicted the mapping relation. Choosing a set of singular values of From the Fig 3, we can learn the role of the transposition and inverse of Jacobian is able to described as mapping a unit sphere in Cartesian position space to the Force Ellipsoid of joint torque space, whose principal axis is determined by the orthogonal matrix U , and the major and minor axes of Force Ellipsoid is related with the singular value of its transformation matrices. Furthermore, the larger singular value indicates that the position-control performance in this direction is good and easy to move, and in contrast, the force-control performance is poor in the same direction (due to the reciprocal relationship), which means those two types of methods have complementary position-control performance and force-control performance. On the other side, the Jacobian matrix will lose rank and the Force Ellipsoid becomes degenerate, adding the zero singular value when the manipulator is in the singularity configuration. The Force Ellipsoid can also be illustrated as Fig 4. It can be learnt that certain joint control torque is zero by using the first mapping method in the singularities, which means it is not likely to track the compliant position to get the desired impedance behavior. But it also suggests that position deviation f x caused by unknown interference can be restrained in this way; as for the second control method, it may provide infinite torque value to drive the joints in theory, conversely, which also shows its sensitivity to the unknown interference. But the infinite torque will not be produced in practice, since the approximation 1 q J q x is used in the above analysis. Consequently, there are reasons to believe that the better position controller can be achieved by combining the two method into a whole controller in order to overcome the kinematic singularity problem encountered in the Section 2. The final control structure can be designed as Fig 5. In order to reduce the sensitivity to unknown disturbances and to prevent the tremendous desired torque from producing, the smaller value of j P is taken as a secondary control system, mainly in the singular configuration, to allow the manipulator to pass through the singular points smoothly. In contrast, the larger c P is used as the principal control system. Moreover, the inverse of Jacobian has not been employed, and because of this, the calculating problem and the judgement of singularity points are no existence, thereby improving the control efficiency. Combining the IMIC described in the Section 2, the instantaneous-model impedance control based on hybrid position controller can be achieved which has the ability to solve these three problems mentioned in the Introduction, so as to tracking the planned trajectory and obtaining the desired impedance behavior successfully.
IV. SIMULATION OF PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the simulation about designed controller is carried out to verify the feasibility and the effectiveness of overcoming the above disadvantages. The simulation model is shown in Fig 6, where the control object is a 2-DOF manipulator. , whose dynamics characteristics can be simplified as an ideal spring, and the elastic coefficient is e K . The counterforce e F to the manipulator will occur when there is a contact with the wall, and then the counterforce is introduced into the controller to simulate the proposed control algorithm. The planned trajectory can be seen in the dotted line in Fig 6, and the counterforce will not exist when the 0 e x x , which means there is no contact, and on the contrary, the counterforce The comparison about dynamic characteristics between DBIC and IMIC-C/J is carried out when the dynamics deviation appears. For example, as for the equation ˆ1 m m , where the m is the estimated mass of manipulator and m is the accurate one, the inaccurate dynamics model is simulated by setting 0.4 and also adding the load of load 3 Kg m at the end-effector. The simulation results can be seen in Fig 7, where the Fig (a) is the desired impedance curve achieved from the dynamics without error; Fig (b) is the curve of DBIC and indicates that the tracking deviations of position and behavior exist in free-space and contact-space respectively, which means the dynamics deviation causes a bad effect on control performance of controller; and the last is simulation curve of designed IMIC-C/J, and it can be learnt clearly that the introduction of inner controller is able to overcome the existence of dynamics error effectively, eliminating the position error and tracking the desired impedance behavior. 
The simulation results are shown in Fig 8. As predicted above, in Fig (a) , the unstability happens in Admittance Control at the moment of contacting with the wall. In contrast, as shown in Fig (b) , the stability is able to still be maintained in IMIC-C/J in over-stiff environment, and furthemore, one thing needs to explain is that the trajectory error between IMIC-C/J and standardized curve is caused by the different stiffness of the simulation environment, but the impedance behavior is the same. Finally, for the singularities problem, the comparison is made for DBIC with only Cartesian postion controller and designed IMIC-C/J, and the planned trajectory as well as the simulation results are shown in Fig 9. In Fig (a) , the movement starting from the singular point 0, 2 along the singular direction 0, 2 0 2 has been able to be realized, mainly because the overshoot produced by the controller gain c P helps the manipualtor escape from the singular configuration. Despite this, the relatively larger oscillation in the trajectory tracking can be seen since the condition number of Jacobian increases and has a ill-conditioned as well. In Fig (b) , the curve of IMIC-C/J also has a small range of trajectory deviation at the singular point 0, 2 , which is also due to the overshoot brought by the gain j P of inner controller, but the tracking performance will be better if growing the ratio value of j j D P , and however, at the meantime, the sensitivity to unknown interference will increase as discussed in the Force Ellipsoid. Alternatively, in the more extreme cases like driving the manipulator from singular point 0, 2 to 0, 0.5 along the singular direction directly (will be shown in experiment section), the single Cartesian position controller will be unable to follow the desired trajectory completely by this time, but the proposed control method with hybrid position controller can track relatively well.
V. EXPERIMENT OF CONTROLLER
In this section, 6-DOF modular manipulator and six-axis force/torque sensor in Fig 10 are The experiment results with Cartesian stiffness coefficient 190
x K in control law can be seen in Fig 11, and the nonobvious oscillation can be seen by observing the Fig (a) and Fig  (d) when the contact is occurred in the x direction. Furthermore, although it is not likely to know exactly the dynamics model and other unknown interference, the desired impedance behavior can be accurately obtained in the absence of accurate dynamics according to the analysis of the given stiffness coefficient, the external force and the position deviation. In addition, it is need to explain that the existence of unanticipated force in Fig (f) is due to the surface friction of the contacted object, and is inevitable in practical experiments but that does not affect the analysis process of the controller performance. The second experiment is to test the controllability of proposed controller in the singular direction when the manipulator is in the singular configuration. As shown in Fig 12, the manipulator starts from the singular configuration directly in case of the occurrence of overshoot caused by proportional coefficient in controller, which may exert an adverse effect on the performance analysis and helps the manipulator escapes the (a) along the z direction at arbitrary time to have a observation. As exhibited in Fig (b) about plane x z , the final position is 0, 0,1.151 , and it can be learnt from the figure that the hybrid position controller has the ability to tracking the planned trajectory along the singular direction, which is unlikely to be stably obtained by merely using the Cartesian position controller. But in order to accelerate the experiment speed, the proportional coefficient of joint-space controller is set as 36 j P in the manipulator experiment, and because of this, there is a oscillation about 0.008(m) approximately in the starting point. And the reason for this matter is just as the analysis in Force Ellipsoid, which is that the sensitivity to position deviation x will increase and result in oscillation when the single joint-space controller is used or the controller of joint-space accounts for a larger proportion in the hybrid position controller. On the other side, it also shows the necessity of the hybrid controller and the reasonable selection of its gain according to the above analysis, otherwise it will have different tracking performance. In order to overcome both the drawbacks of Impedance /Admittance Control, namely the low robustness of Impedance Control as well as the low tracking accuracy of impedance behavior of Admittance Control, and also solve the problem of low controllability of manipulator in singular configuration, an instantaneous-model impedance control based on hybrid position controller is proposed by combining the IMIC and Cartesian/joint space controller, which has the ability to tackle these problem mentioned above. Apart from the relevant theoretical analysis, the simulation is carried out by using 2-DOF manipulator to test these three kinds of control performance including tracking accuracy, contact stability and controllability in singular points. Finally, the further verification is made through the physical experiment containing 6-DOF modular manipulator and six-axis force/torque sensor. It is found that the designed control law is able to solve the dilemma of Impedance/Admittance Control, and have a better controllability in singular points at the same time which empowers the controller to maintain a good position and impedance tracking performance in singular direction.
However, for IMIC, the predicted position i x t t may run out of the work-space occasionally, resulting in no solutions in inverse kinematics, especially when the manipulator works near the operating limit or the integral time t is selected unreasonably. Therefore, for now, such a design is more suitable for small-scale task-space, and for a large-scale one, further judgement and optimization are needed in the latter process to solve this problem. Consequently, the follow-up work will be prepared for such problems through redesigning or optimization to overcome this situation or reduce its adverse effect. 
